
 

 

LECTURE 10   
 
The meditation for appeasement (shamatha) and insight (vipashyana) in the path of Bodhisattvas 
according to the Yogacara tradition. 
 

From the Yogacara point of view, the holding to differentiating thoughts (vikalpas虛妄分別) is 

responsible for all obstacles in knowing the objects, being: 

A/ Verbalization (prapancha戲論) 

B/ The holding to self (atman我) in persons (pudgalagraha人執) and things (dharmagraha法執) 

C/ The defilements (klesha煩惱) 

Therefore, the only way to remove all obstacles to knowing, caused by mind being perfumed by the 
seeds of previous experiences based on grasping, called in the Lankavatara sutra the winds from 

the outside objects 外境界風, is to realize the mind only. This realization implies the knowledge of  

non-dual suchness, being the true nature 自性 of all the phenomena, no matter weather 

wholesome淨, unwholesome染 or neither wholesome nor unwholesome非淨非染. 

Thus, as we have seen, a Bodhisattva yogi attains liberation through the process of right use of the 
concepts, in order to abandon holding to concepts altogether, which implies a complete mastery of 
attention, born by the activation of the seeds in the Alaya consciousness. 
In this context, the meaning of Shamatha becomes the non-construction of the dualistic error 

(abhutaparikalpa虛妄分別), or non-differentiating of the phenomena (dharmanam avikalpana對法

無分別)， and the meaning of Vipashyana becomes the knowledge in accordance with truth 

(yathabhutajnana如實智), meaning  in the Yogacara perspective, the unity of the worldly reality 

(yavadbhavikata盡所有性) with the reality of suchness (yathabhavikata如所有性)。(see YBS, 

Bodhisattvabhumi 瑜珈地 1) 

In the Bodhisattva path the emphasis shifts from the realization of selflessness of persons to the 
realization of the selflessness of phenomena. The realization of selflessness of phenomena implies 
the selflessness of persons, while the realization of the selflessness of persons does not imply the 
realization of selflessness of phenomena. 
Thus, the mind only is considered to be the royal path to realization of all the three kinds of 

Buddhist liberations 三乗解脫道 and the practice of the disciples is also explained from the 

perspective of mind being the only reality. The Alaya consciousness becomes the source of both 

the reality defiled (sashrava有漏境) as well as non-defiled (anashrava無漏境)。 

It can be so, because the true nature of the mind 心性 is said to be without mental impressions 

(pratibimba) and thus can accept all objects like a mirror or space. The Yogacara teaches （大乗莊

嚴論）that besides suchness 法性， nothing exists, and the base for suchness is mind only. 

To realize the suchness only, the Yogacara teaches two main methods: 
A/ Understanding that the phenomena that can be grasped, are just names, sentences, syllables 

and concepts of separate and common characteristics of reality (名,句,字,別相與共箱)（see 

Sandhinirmocanasutra, chapter 6, ）since the true reality is unthinkable不可思議. Therefore, after 

his enlightenment, the Buddha is said to have not uttered even a single word (see 
Lankavatarasutra). 

B/ Understanding the phenomena directly 如實法， by realizing the fabricated nature邊計所有性. 

This realization enables the reality to be grasped, as being devoid of characteristics and dependent 
on mind only, because the mental image that is seized by the sixth consciousness belongs both to 
the fabricated reality as well as to the reality dependent on causes and conditions. 
Thus, the mental image, by which the reality is grasped, in its nature does not differ from the 
images experienced in a dream. So the practice of a Bodhisattva, based on the transcendental 



 

 

wisdom, is compared to crossing an ocean of samsara in a dream (大智度論), by realizing that the 

reality experienced through grasping, or differentiating,  is not arisen apart from the conditioning of 

one’s own mind. （離因緣相因見法, see Lankavatarasutra）.  

Thus, the true knowledge arises, when there is no mental image to hold in the mind. Then the 
fabricated reality, the reality of dependent origination and the true reality without fabrication can be 
experienced at the same time. Having gone through this experience, a yogi is predestined for a 
supreme non dualistic realization.  
The mental image is compared at a magnet (represented by attention, conceptualization and other 

mental factors) and the true mind心王,( represented by the self-witnessing aspect自證分)  to an 

iron being drawn to the objects. (see Lankavatarasutra). 

According to the Yogacara (YBS. 修所成地，卷 46)，a Bodhisattva has attention to the 

differentiation of unlimited phenomena as object of practice, which he can achieve by 

contemplating both the established安立 and non- established truths非安立, by means of practicing  

non-attainment 不得 and great compassion as skillful means. The contemplation of the non- 

established truths leads to the realization of the base knowledge, (mulajnana本智) exempt from all 

images, while the contemplation of the established truths leads to the realization of knowledge 

after awakening (prshtalabdhajnana後得智), which is endowed with images相. Thus, a 

Bodhisattva can after the path of seeing effectively combine staying in purity, due to non- 
differentiating wisdom and staying in the world, due to the great compassion. Therefore, he can be 
sure to  achieve his  aim of attaining the dharma body by non- differentiating between his own 
benefit and the benefit of others. 
As opposed to that, a disciple is said to be mainly concerned with benefiting himself, so the 
realization of suchness takes only attention to a limited number of phenomena as object. Thus he 

contemplates only the established truth with the aim to extinguish his thirst (tanha愛) due to his 

practice of disentchantment from the sansaric existence.(nirveda,厭離)。With this orientation in 

practice, he is said to be unable to penetrate fully the non-self-nature of the  phenomena 法無我, 

as his practice is based on the differentiation 差別相，not on the own non dual nature of suchness

法界自性。(see YBS,決擇分 Bodhisattvabhumi，阿碧旦集論 etc.).  

Therefore, a disciple is said to have only a narrow scope of realization of suchness, while a 

Bodhsattva yogi has an extended one 廣如所有性。That is why, the transformation of the 

differentiating consciousness into wisdom轉依 is for a Bodhisattva yogi based on a mastery of 

everything wholesome, rather then on turning away from the sansaric existence 厭離。For that 

purpose, the Yogacara literature differentiates two kinds of sansara生死; 

A/ 分段生死 A limited existence, based on the bondage of karma, due to the defilements. It is 

purely defiled 有漏，and can be abandoned by correct differentiation in the sixth consciousness. 

B/  不思議變異生死 An existence due to unthinkable transformations of a mentally created body意

生身, which is realized together with the endurance of the uncreated dharma不生法忍 at the first 

stage of the Bodhisattva realization；called the joyful stage 喜地。The realization of a Bodhisattva 

yogi, from the Yogacara point of view, consists of seeing the three natures simultaneously(變計

性，依他起性，緣成性)， by penetrating (parijna遍知) the first, the all-around fabricated nature, as 

being empty of any own characteristics pertaining to it (本性無生)。 

To  do so, a Bodhisattva yogi, a  Bodhisattva , who has accumulated merit, who practices the 
bodhicitta, who has a deep faith based on understanding of the mind only, engages with a help of a 

noble friend in the practice of the four reflections四尋思 or investigations (pariyeshana). (see YBS, 



 

 

Bodhisattva 地，瑜珈地 1,2， or 成唯識論， 書記 頌 26，27) While reflecting, a Bodhisattva yogi 

should rely on a Dhyana, the fourth being the best. 

His reflection has four objects, which become four true knowledges (yathabhutajnana四如實智), 

once the nature of the objects is realized. It is realized by investigating the four objects in terms of 

the four stages of insight meditation explained in the previous lecture. (正思擇，最極思擇，尋思，

思察)。 The four objects are: 

A/ Characteristic or nature of the object, in this case an image (nimitta相)。 It exists but in the 

conventional reality only, as activity of mind行相=見分 cannot arise without a mental image of the 

object, which belongs to the mind. Without it, neither a defiled reality, nor concepts can arise. 

B/ Name (nama名)。 It has no real existence whatsoever, as it is superimposed (samaropa增益) 

on things 事.. This superimposition leads to grasping at the concepts施設 , which is the cause of 

suffering集諦, due to the endless verbalization (prapancha戲論) based on extension of 

perceptions and sensations by thirst愛。The name and the characteristic of the object is said to be 

neither same nor different, since we experience the characters of objects through the names. 

C/ The self-existent nature (svabhava or svlakshana自相，自體)。 The grasping at things is due 

to bringing the concept of self-existence into the experience of a relative reality, namely the self-

existence  of objects義自性, of names and of the defiled phenomena染法自性, non-defiled and 

neither defiled nor non defiled phenomena. The very notion of self-existence exists in a fabricated 

reality遍計 only, but the experience of the relative reality依他起 as a commoner experience it, is 

based on it.  This notion of a self-existent nature in the relative reality is said to be a perverted view 
in the Bodhisattva path, but not so in the path of the disciples.   

D/ (Holding) to differentiations (vishesha分別)。The differences based on the notion of a self-

existent nature, based on names and characteristics of objects must be penetrated as being false, 

without any truth at all. (假有實無). It is because, the characteristics of objects are based on 

names, sentences, syllables forming concepts. 
 

 If one searches to find own characteristics and common characteristics in names (名與相異), one 

will not be able to find any. This is called a thorough investigation (尋思)。Therefore, due to 

holding to images created by names, the objects seem to be outside of mind，while actually the 

name and the object come always together.  This is the sustained investigation (思察) 。With the 

knowledge that phenomena created by names do not exist apart from consciousness, arises the 

light of samadhi (ālokaprāpta samādhi明得定), which enables a Bodhisattva yogi to enter the first 

stage of correct effort, called heat (ūshman暖)。It is the first sure sign, that the non-dualistic 

realization of the dharma body can be achieved. When this light of samadhi grows (ālokavrddhi，

增長明）in the next stage called the summit (mūrdhan頂)， the mind of a yogi attains certainty 

that there is no object apart from the mind (所取無)。These two roots of the wholesome 

(kushalamūlas善根) prepare the Bódhisttva yogi for the sun of non-dual transcendental 

knowledge, which looms in his mind in the next two stages called endurance (kshānti忍) and the 

foremost dharma in the world (laukikāgradharma世間第一法). The object of these four 

preparations for a direct vision of non-dual suchness (nirvedhabhāgiyādharma順決擇分) is still an 

impermanent object, yet they prepare for a direct experience of suchness beyond impermanence 
as they take both established and non-established truths as objects. 



 

 

So in the last two stages arises a certainty that neither the objects所取，nor the mind which 

distinguishes them 能取 are real. It  happens in an act of spontaneous recognition by virtue of a 

samādhi called adopting to the seal of no-duality（mudrānuloma,印順定）This is called the true 

knowledge (yathābhûtajñāna如實智),which will accompany the yogi until the final stage of 

realization in the progressive stages of concentration.  

The Yogacara literature （Abhidharmasamuccaya, YBS, Bodhisattva bhumi etc.）speaks of five 

stages in the process of a complete realization of the true knowledge, connected with five kinds of 

samādhi: 1/ Holding持.  Refers to the idea of unreal nature of names and reality of differentiations 

established by them by hearing and contemplating the four noble truths. It happens in the stage of 

heat暖. 

2/ Attention based in reality如理作意. The concentrated attention on the four truth ripens, they 

become the object of appeasement at the summit stage頂. 

3/ Mirror鏡. The four noble truth become object of a dhyāna with a mental image有相定 in the 

stage of endurance and the foremost worldly dharma下中上忍. 

4/ Clarity, knowledge明. In the path of seeing見道 and in the path of cultivation修道, when the 

idea of a real subject 能取 and object所取 does not occur any more. 

5/ Change of the base轉依.  The training in attention and awareness has ripened, so the 

differentiating consciousness becomes a no- dualistic wisdom. The yogi goes beyond the bondage 

of the mental images in the stage of ultimate realization 畢竟位. 

 

Besides, there are five bases (vastu事) for penetrating the true meaning of the mind only. 

They are; 1/ The mental image or characteristic of the object (nimitta相). It is as explained of two 

kinds, a direct object 本性相, being the object of the five sensual consciousnesses and the object 

of the Ālāya consciousness, and the no- direct object, the reflective image 影像相, being the object 

of manas 意 and of the mental consciousness意識. Both exist in the conventional reality only and 

are the base for creation of the concepts. 

2/ Name名. They are the truth of suffering, because they give rise to the concepts to which the 

beings cling. 

3/ Differentiation 分別(based on names) It is the sansāric mind with the mental factors that give it 

an illusionary form, causing the movement of the mind to all kinds of objects within the three 
spheres of perception. It refers to both correct and false differentiation process. 

4/ Suchness如如，真如. Is what reveals the selfless nature of all the phenomena. 

5/ Awarness正智. Which by the process of eliminating the mental reflected images attains nirvāna, 

It is done by the process of understanding the mental images first and then finally going beyond 

their bondage 相縛 by a samādhi based on a non-differentiating knowledge 

(nirvikalpajnānasamādhi無分別智定。 

It is also said to be of two kinds; A/ Supermundane 出世, realizing the nirvana of disciples said to 

be purely exempt of forms. 

B/ Worldly supermundane世間出世，realizing one sphere of dharma一法界, in which the defiled 

and non-defiled, the real and the illusionary can exist side by side. It belongs to the Bodhisattvas 
exclusively. 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


